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Abstract
This article presents a case study exploring the use of software product lines and reference models as mechanisms of a reuse-based design process to build digital libraries. As a key component in a modern digital library, the reference architecture is responsible for helping define quality of the resulting repository. It is true that many efforts have been addressed towards providing interoperability; however, repositories are expected to provide high levels of reuse too, which goes beyond that of simple object sharing. This work presents the main steps we followed towards building a reusable digital library capable of accommodating such needs by (i) providing mechanisms to reuse resources, and (ii) enabling explicit sharing of commonalities in a distributed environment.
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1 Introduction
Developing architectures for digital libraries thinking of reuse is not a new concept. For more than a decade, researchers and practitioners have shown different approaches to modelling, from general to domain-specific libraries, such as the Alexandria Digital Earth Prototype (ADEPT) architecture [1], whose framework defines uniform client-level metadata query services that are compatible with heterogeneous underlying collections; the Digital Assets Repository (DAR) [2], whose third version shows a modular design including components and a content model for digital objects based on current standards [3]; or the reference architecture proposed by Candela, Manghi, and Pagano [4], whose architectural design pattern builds upon a type-based repository system capable of dealing with a federation of knowledge. However, even if such proposals are effective in some aspects, the process of building reusable repositories is not clearly addressed, letting aspects, such as reuse of policies and processes, out of the process.

By making use of specific techniques of software reuse, such as software product lines [5, 6, 7], it is possible to supply software functionality as optional modules, that can be added to the product at required locations. Applying this principle can overcome many current limitations concerning digital library reuse from...
early stages in a distributed context. For instance, policies may be encapsulated as reusable components that map to reusable procedures, which in turn map to reusable services. Then, like a puzzle, a particular location might compose its concrete repository by reusing existing components and extending the architecture according to its own preferences.

In this paper, we present the development of a software product line for digital libraries based on the definition of a reference architecture built upon different aspects that actors should address. As any other process for defining reference architectures, here we have selected a reference model as a starting point. A reference model is an abstract framework that provides basic concepts used to understand the relationships among items in an environment. On one hand, we looked at the DELOS Digital Library Reference Model [8], which was created with the aim of setting the foundations and identifying concepts within the universe of digital libraries. DELOS allowed us to start from six core concepts: content (data and information made available to users); users (the various actors entitled to interact with a digital library); functionality (the services offered to different users); quality (the parameters for evaluating the content and behaviour of a digital library); policy (the sets of conditions, rules, terms and regulations governing interaction between the digital library and users); and architecture (a mapping of the functionality and content offered by a digital library to hardware and software components). On the other hand, we have also taken into account our previous experiences building a software product line for a different domain (marine ecology), but with complex data management as well [9].

This paper presents the results of a research and development project held in Patagonia during 2010-2017, as part of a National initiative to move government and academic libraries into digital repositories. Two specific research questions framed this investigation:

1. What reuse needs do librarians believe would contribute to build distributed and integrated repositories among all universities in Patagonia?

2. How those needs could be achieved through architecting the underlying software by thinking of reuse?

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the literature review. Then, we describe the main steps towards organizing work among the different parties, considering reuse from early stages and based on the reference model. Section 4 introduces our process through a case study developed in the context of Argentinean Universities. Final remarks are introduced in Section 5. Conclusion and future work are discussed afterwards.

2 Literature Review

Several Digital Library frameworks [10, 11], reference models [8] and repository software tools [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] have addressed specific problems in Digital Library System architectural design and implementation. Of course, there are several efforts towards content reuse [18, 19, 20]; however, to situate our proposal of building a reusable architecture for a digital library, this section reviews existing proposals for distributed digital library architectures.

Distributed component architectures arrange components and contents spread across multiple locations. Fedora Commons [15] and Greenstone [13] are typical examples of digital library tools with a distributed architectural design. Fedora’s architecture was designed to handle any type of digital content and its key strength is its inherent support for long term preservation. Fedora’s distributed model also makes it possible for complex digital objects to make reference to content stored on remote storage systems. One of the features, which makes Fedora appealing to us, includes versioning, policy model, and object extensibility. However, lacks a dedicated user interface, and more importantly, it was not conceived for intensive reuse. Greenstone was designed for building and distributing digital library collections. Its architecture is decentralized, making the system scalable, flexible and extensible. The flexibility enables Greenstone to support distributed collections capable of being served from different machines, but at the same time maintaining a consistent presentation view to the end user.

Improvements to this architecture turned its design into a network of modules that communicate in terms of XML messages [14]. All modules characterize the functionality they implement in response to a describe messages, and can transform messages using XSLT to support different levels of configurability. This improvement aims at adding new collections and services adaptively, facilitating extensibility. Therefore, reuse is addressed from a concrete design view missing opportunities of systematic reuse from early stages. Greenstone is a service-based and dynamically configurable approach that can be found in other designs and systems, such as the Extended Open Archives Initiative protocol (XOAI) [21] and the OpenDLib system [22].

Finally, DSpace’s architecture [17] is divided into three layers: application, business logic, and storage. This organization is, in some way, similar to ours in the sense we have split the model into layers to deal with the different aspects of an application. However, our layers are modeled following a product-line approach, so reusability is reinforced at every level. In addition, we used standards and models to contrast how the dynamics of building a digital library may change moving towards a completely reusable refer-
ence architecture.

As far as we know, an holistic approach covering domain as well as application analysis - like software product lines propose - is something new for building digital libraries.

3 Organizing Work Thinking of Reuse

Working packages were aligned to recommendations from the DELOS reference model [8], as Figure 1 shows, and optimized to keep two premises: delivery on time and reusing at every time.

Let us further describe working packages to clarify these points.

WP1: Management & Supervision. This package was in charge of defining schedules, and coordinate work among the different sites. It also evaluated quality of deliverables and supervised work. Deliverables included typical management reports.

WP2: Meeting & Survey. This package helped define elemental tasks to coordinate work and collect information about technological infrastructure and resources (content) from the different sites. Deliverables included local as well as integrated information. As Figure 1 shows, WP2 maps to the Content Domain of the reference model.

WP3: Diagnosis. This package helped us to elaborate a strategy to incrementally building by focusing on required services at local and global levels. Deliverables included a situation report and the strategy to build the following models collaborative and incrementally. As Figure 1 shows, WP3 was mapped to the Content Domain and the Functionality Domain of the reference model.

WP4: Policy & Process Models. This package focused on elaborating two different but related perspectives, which included strategic planning, assessment and improvement of policies and processes. They were further elaborated into a digital library policy model, a digital library management model, a digital library operation model, and a digital library support model. A process for defining, validating and using metadata was also included. As Figure 1 shows, tasks and deliverables of WP4 map to all domains of the reference model.

WP5: Infrastructure & Service Models. This package complemented WP4 by going deeper into two complex facets. On one hand, infrastructure addressed not only technological issues but also organizational ones such as staffing, furniture, room, etc.; and on the other hand, services included local as well as global requirements. Deliverables included a technological infrastructure model, an organizational infrastructure model, a local service model, and a global service model. As Figure 1 shows, WP5 maps to Functionality, Quality and Architecture domains of the reference model.

WP6: Assessment Models. This package addressed quality properties and measures needed to evaluate quality of other models and the resulting architecture. Although some quality aspects were considered to define the models, WP6 stressed the point by producing a local and a global service assessment model. Indicators and metrics were suggested too. As Figure 1 shows, WP6 maps to the Quality Dimension of the reference model.

WP7: Software Product Line. This package helped us to finally draw the picture. Components from policy, procedures, infrastructure and services were composed all together to build a domain view of the product line. Then, they were specialized into the application domain as an implementation for the whole repository. Validation and deployment were addressed through pilot cases starting from common ones. As Figure 1 shows, WP7 maps to the Architecture Domain of the reference model.

4 Illustrating the Case of Systematic Reuse

Development Context and Participants

The work described in this paper was contextualised in a project, identified as PICT-O 2010-0139 1, supported by the Agencia Nacional de Promoción Científica y Tecnológica of the Argentine Republic. In this project, named RdiPatag 2, we described the necessary activities for developing reusable processes and procedures involved in the construction of a digital library. The participants of the project were members of four different universities located in Southern Argentina: National University of La Pampa (UNLPa) 3, National University of Comahue (UNCOMA) 4, National University San Juan Bosco (UNSJ) 5, and National University of Patagonia Austral (UNPA) 6.

The team was a multi-disciplinary staff belonging to two areas of interest: libraries and informatics. The staff included in the first area, in general librarians, was involved in activities related to defining policies of storing and recovering digital documents, defining metadata, etc.; and was responsible for determin-
ing the main requirements of the digital library. The second group, in general software engineers, was involved in activities related to defining services for implementing these requirements.

By considering the aspects previously mentioned, we defined the technical structure of the digital library. It consisted of four digital repositories, one for each university, connected through a federated layer. This structure was defined as part of the diagnosis activity of WP3.

**Developing a Software Product Line for Digital Libraries**

In this work, we applied the methodology defined in [9, 23] as an adaptation of several methodologies widely referenced in academy and industry [5, 6, 7]. Figure 2 shows the domain engineering and application engineering phases of our case. According to the methodology, the activities of the domain engineering are the following.

- **Domain analysis**
  - Information source analysis (ISA): This activity analyzes sources of information that can support the domain analysis in order to obtain a first set of requirements.
  - Subdomain analysis and conceptualization (SAC): The information recovered in the previous process is used to analyze and organize the features or services that the subdomain should offer together with the general features derived from the upper domains. Also, in this process the subdomain must be conceptualized by different software artifacts (such as class models and process models) when it is possible.
  - Reusable component analysis (RCA): This process identifies the set of reusable components that could be used to implement the features defined in the last process. It returns a preliminary reference architecture.

- **Organizational analysis**
  - Reuse and boundary analysis (RBA): This activity defines the organizational boundary, commonality, and variability features. Thus, by considering the features specified in the subdomain analysis and conceptualization process and the information from domain experts, the scope of the product line must be defined.
  - Platform analysis and design (PAD): This activity builds the reference architecture based on the features defined in the previous activities and processes. The preliminary structure of reusable components defined in the previous activities is reorganized and refined. Here, each component with its common and variable parts (when necessary) is fully designed.

Then, in the application engineering phase, in
which we perform the specific activities for developing new products from the line, we must consider the following four activities:

- Application requirements engineering (AR): This activity must retrieve the specific requirements for a particular organization or application by considering the reusable domain requirements.

- Application design (AD) and implementation (AI): By taking into account the reference architecture and the specific requirements of an organization, the activity must define and implement the application’s architecture. It selects and configures the reusable components of the reference architecture and adds specific adaptations. In this activity, the variabilities defined for the reusable components must be bounded in order to fix the specific functionality of the resultant product.

- Application testing (AT): This activity must validate and verify an application against its specification.

In Figure 2, we can observe on one hand, the eight activities of the domain engineering phase together with the software artifacts (numbered from one to six); and on the other hand, the four activities of the application engineering together with four artifacts (numbered from seven to ten). Another important aspect of the figure is the big arrow on the left side. It denotes the influence of the standards on the domain analysis activities.

### 4.1 Our Case: Domain Engineering Phase

1. **Information source analysis.** This process must gather information and analyze three types of sources within the library domain: standards, existing applications and librarians as domain experts.

   Firstly, information was obtained from ISO standards and the DELOS Reference Model. The ISO 14721 [24] and DELOS introduce techniques and processes to define reference models for storing, managing and publishing digital information. On one hand, the ISO 14721 defines, in a more general and abstract way, a reference model for an open archival information system (OAIS) describing common services and responsibilities for this type of systems. On the other hand, DELOS provides a more specific scenario for defining digital libraries by introducing a framework composed of three types of systems: Digital Library, Digital Library System, and Digital Library Manage-
ment System. The manifesto describes the main aspects of these systems focusing on functionality, architecture, and actor roles (end-user, designer, administrator, etc.), among others. Finally, the ISO 15836 [25] defines the Dublin Core metadata standard7, in which a set of vocabulary terms are introduced to describe different types of resources, such as physical or web resources.

Secondly, we analyzed whether the universities had used some software tools for managing digital information. We observed that universities had no applications or processes to manipulate this information. They only had some web pages (available on Internet) to allow end users to download some type of documents without well-defined rules. Also, here we analyzed the deliverables of WP3 (represented in Figure 2 by a big arrow on the top of this activity) in which an analysis about the real situation of the universities was described. These deliverables were designed as technical reports describing two main aspects: available resources, such as technical infrastructure and personnel, and policies and procedures about manipulating digital information. Technical reports represent the first software artifact created in the domain engineering phase (Figure 2, 1).

2. Domain analysis and conceptualization. In this process we must analyze and organize the information recovered in the previous activity according to the features and services that the library domain should offer.

In our project, we defined a preliminary set of policies and procedures, as part of WP4 deliverables, in which we describe specific requirements and restrictions of the domain. In Table 1 we can see some policies defining manipulation and management of digital information. These policies introduce a framework to regulate the operation of the digital repositories. They provide a clear view of roles and responsibilities of the parties involved, as well as comply with the guidelines of the National Digital Repositories8. As we can see in Table 1, policies are classified into five main categories: policy framework, content and object collection management, resource deposit, use and access, and copyright and intellectual property.

Table 1 enumerates each policy included in one category together with a goal description. For example, policies defined in the second category, content and object collection management, describe valid content of the documents, the way they are organized and procedures for their management. Each document’s content includes the research and academy production generated by professors, researchers and special-
cluding services for database access. In Figure 3, we show the main global components belonging to each layer. Also we can see a federation layer with specific components to manage the federation aspects. This layer implements federated components, including those responsible for solving possible incompatibilities among different repositories. These incompatibilities emerge due to products, in spite of they were derived from the same platform, can add new functionalities that are specific of each product. In this way, the components of the federated layer include syntactic and semantic mechanisms in order to find possible conflicts that must be identified and solved to build an integrated environment.

At the same time, we modeled the information retrieved from the technical reports and the library domain particularities into functional datasheets (third software artifact of Figure 2). These artifacts were defined in previous works [9, 23] to model domain functionalities by designing interactions among variant and common services. In this work, we adapted the functional datasheets in order to store and model all information about procedures. The template used for classifying these procedures is shown in Table 2. It contains, for each procedure, an identification, such as a number or code; a textual name describing the main function; a procedure type classifying the procedure as generic or specific, considering that generic procedures describe services that are needed by a set of specific procedures; the policies implemented; the list of services involved for fulfilling the procedure; a graphical notation consisting of a set of design artifacts (generally represented as UML diagrams) representing service interactions graphically; and a set of XML files specifying the design artifacts. For these two last items, we must define the set of dependencies that allow us to represent the interactions. These dependencies involve the common interactions among common\(^9\) and variant services.

\(\text{Id} \quad \text{Name} \quad \text{Procedure Type} \quad \text{Policies} \quad \text{Implemented} \quad \text{List of Services} \quad \text{Graphical Representation} \quad \text{XML Files}
\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependency</th>
<th>XML Tag</th>
<th>Graphical Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>&lt;Use&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory variation point</td>
<td>&lt;MandatoryVP&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional variation point</td>
<td>&lt;OptionalVP&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative variation point</td>
<td>&lt;AlternativeVP&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant variation point</td>
<td>&lt;VariantVP&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requires</td>
<td>dependency:Requires = “serviceName”</td>
<td>\to\</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excludes</td>
<td>dependency:Excludes = “serviceName”</td>
<td>\to\</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Set of dependencies used to model procedures

Differently from OVM, which suggests employing XML tags to mark text fragments, we defined three types of XML documents for representing datasheets. The first one, named service interactions is generated to represent the graphical service interactions defined in a datasheet. The second type of XML documents is the service information containing the service id, the textual description, and the name of the architectural component in which it is included. Then, for each service involved in a service interaction XML file, a link to the service information XML file must be included. Finally, the third type of XML documents is the variability constraint which describes the variability constraints imposed to the services. Thus, for each

\(^9\)Common services are services which will be part of every product derived from the SPL.
required functionality of the domain, one template is completed by generating the functional datasheets with a set of XML files.

In order to illustrate the set of resources described previously, Table 4 shows the Submit Thesis Datasheet in which we can see the information related to the submit thesis specific procedure to submit a digital thesis by an author.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>STD1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Submit Thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure Type</td>
<td>Specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies Implemented</td>
<td>RD.DT3 - RD.DD2 - UA.AT1 - COCM-DT1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of Services</td>
<td>user authentication, selecting communities, selecting collections, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical Representation</td>
<td>Figure 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML Files</td>
<td>To be defined during the organizational analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Submit Thesis Datasheet

As we can see in the Table, the procedure implements several policies related to the document type (COCM.DT), deposit type (RD.DT), use and access (UA.AT), and direct deposit (RD.DD). At the same time, it uses a set of services that can be inherited from generic procedures previously defined. In order to show this different granularity among procedures, we include, as part of the graphical notation, workflow diagrams that represent each procedure. For example, the workflow for the submit thesis procedure is shown in Figure 4. Here we can see that generic procedures (procedures 2, 3, and 6) are represented by simple boxes involving filled out, control and licenses. The specialized procedures are defined as overwritten ones (represented by highlighted boxes) showing the specific activity that is involved. Thus, the Submit Thesis specific procedure overwrites procedures 1, 4, 5 and 7 in order to allow content producers to authenticate (defined by the access type policy); fill out metadata included in the thesis (defined by the document type policy); define the embargo over the document (defined by the use and access policy); and upload the file in source and pdf format (defined by the deposit type policy). The output of the procedure is a document, physically stored in a repository, which is set with pre-published state.

3. Reusable component analysis. This process identifies the set of reusable services that could be used to implement the procedures defined in the last process. Here, a preliminary structure (forth software artifact of Figure 2) composed of possible reusable components must be included. For example, the Submit Thesis specific procedure can be specified as a Submit Thesis service implemented as part of the Submit Digital Documents component. This preliminary structure will be then modified during the organizational analysis.

4. Reuse and boundary analysis. This activity defines the organizational boundary, commonality, and variability features. Thus, by considering the services specified in the domain analysis and the information from domain experts, we defined the scope of the product line.

Firstly, we performed a detailed analysis and design of each procedure defined in the functional datasheets of the domain analysis. The most important activity was to define the commonality and variability included in each of them. For example, for the Submit Thesis procedure, two of the overwritten pro-
procedures (1 and 7 of Figure 4) implement these extensions by means of variability definition. Thus, both user authentication and file format have variant services making the implementation of these policies be adapted by each university.

In order to design specific dependencies among common and variant services, we built two new diagrams. These diagrams are part of the graphical representation item of the submit thesis datasheet (Table 4). Firstly Figure 5 shows two variability diagrams associated to a sequence diagram. The first one is associated to the user authentication procedure, being the login authentication service defined as mandatory and the network access authentication service as optional. The other variability represents the way thesis are uploaded, being always requested in postscript format and optionally in source format.

Then, the second diagram (Figure 6) represents the dependencies within the layered reference architecture, previously defined. On the left of Figure 6 we can see the service model diagram, according to the variabilities and dependencies also represented in Figure 5. This model was built by using a design tool, named Datasheet Modeler, developed in a previous work [26] for supporting service models and their variabilities. Specifically, the tool was created for allowing designers to specify dependencies, variabilities, graphical representations and XML transformations. Once a designer performs the service model diagram in the Datasheet Modeler tool, it automatically derives XML files representing, in a computer-readable format, the service information and interactions. The XML files generated are part of the XML files item of the datasheets (Table 4). On the right of Figure 6, we can see the XML files generated by the tool. For this service model, the tool derived fourteen service information XML files corresponding to the fourteen services, and one service interaction XML file for representing layers and the way services interact to each other.

5. Organizational requirements. In this activity, we used the information of the commonality and variability identified in the last activity, the information provided by the domain analysis and conceptualization, and reusable component analysis processes. The main goal here is to define the range of products and services that the line is able to implement.

In our project, we defined a product/service matrix indicating which subset of services will be part of the product line and which subset of services will be product specific. In this work, we followed a minimalist approach, that is, only the features used in all products are part of the SPL. Thus, our SPL is then seen as a platform [7]. A part of this product/service matrix can be seen in Table 5 in which we show some of the services of the Submit Thesis procedure. For example, services as uploading files and thesis form are part of the platform because they are required by all products; rather, services such as source file and user authentication by network will be part only of some products (Products 2 and 4).

6. Platform analysis and design. This activity builds the reference architecture based on the services and components defined in the previous activities and processes.

Firstly, we reorganized and redefined the preliminary structure of reusable components defined in the reusable component analysis (forth software artifact of Figure 2) in order to design the final platform architecture (fifth software artifact of Figure 2).

To do so, we took the XML files previously generated (Figure 6) as inputs of the Component Derivator tool [27]. This is a semi-automatic tool that analyzes possible scenarios of service interaction models and applies a set of predefined rules to generate the final reference architecture. The tool analyzes specifically the architectural components and dependencies of ser-
Figure 5: Variability model associated to the sequence diagram of the Submit Thesis procedure

Figure 6: Service model diagram associated to the reference architecture of the Submit Thesis procedure
serves in order to define a component structure that can be implemented. Once the tool specifies this structure, the designer must determine the final structure to be implemented.

By following the submit thesis procedure, in Figure 7 we can see the software components generated within the reference architecture. For example, for the case of the user authentication service, the tool proposed a software component that implements both variabilities within the same layer (see Figure 6). The user/password form was separated as another component because it is part of the User Interaction layer. At the same time, user authentication, submit thesis and uploading files services are into different components due to they are also used by other procedures (or included in other datasheets) such as submitting journal documents, proceedings, etc. Something similar happens with the thesis entry form and selecting communities/collection/licenses components because they will be reused by other procedures.

7. Platform implementation. In this activity, components that are common for all products, that is, components of the line are implemented. In particular, in our project, as part of WP2 and WP3 deliverables, we performed an analysis of software tools for implementing digital repositories. In that study, we analyzed at least six different digital repositories and at the same time, we compared those to the digital repositories actually implemented in the Argentine Republic. From them, we considered that DSpace provides the better environment for reuse and interoperability issues. At the same time, it provides an architecture well-documented and flexible for being adapted to our policies and procedures previously defined.

First of all, previous to implement components, we performed a re-engineering of DSpace in order to determine the way our reference architecture fitted into the DSpace architecture. In other words, it was necessary to know which procedures were completely supported by DSpace and which of them must be implemented by extending parts of DSpace’s components.

It was a complex task, because each software component had to be identified within the DSpace architecture in order to determine whether the procedures were completely or partially supported. In order to show complexity and to see the magnitude of the work, we analyze here the user authentication component of our architecture (shown in Figure 7) versus the authentication/authorization component of the DSpace architecture. In DSpace, the authentication is implemented as a stack in which several methods can be added. Comparatively, in our procedures, the authentication can be made by user/password (mandatory) and by network access (optional) and we do not allow any other authentication options. Remember that the network access service was inside our user authentication component (Figure 7).

In this way, we had to restrict the authentication/authorization component of DSpace in order to provide a common platform for the SPL. Thus, when the SPL is instantiated (see Section 4.2) only the allowed methods can be selected. This adaptation of the DSpace architecture was performed by changing the configuration property plugin.sequence.org.dspace.authenticate.AuthenticationMethod that defines the authentication stack. As this file is a comma-separated list of class names, each of them implementing a different authentication method, we modified it in order to give support for Authentication by Password (class : org.dspace.authenticate.PasswordAuthentication) as default, and IP Address based Authentication (class : org.dspace.authenticate.IPAuthentication) as optional. In Figure 8 we can see the documentation of this adaptation for the authentication methods. Another aspect that we can see in the figure is that we had to provide a correspondence between layers of both architectures. Fortunately, the three layers of both architectures have the same semantic meaning grouping the same set of functionalities; only a different organization of components are implemented by each of them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Product1 (UNComa)</th>
<th>Product2 (UNPa)</th>
<th>Product3 (UNSB)</th>
<th>Product4 (UNLa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>completing thesis fields</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user/password form</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selecting licences</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selecting communities</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thesis form</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postscript file</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source file</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user authentication by login</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user authentication by network</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>submit thesis</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uploading files</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storing documents</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Product/service matrix for services included in the Submit Thesis Procedure
Figure 7: Reference architecture and components for the Submit Thesis procedure

Figure 8: Documentation of correspondences between our architecture and DSpace for the authentication component
The output of this activity is the Library SPL which conforms the platform for the four universities involved.

4.2 Our Case: Application Engineering Phase

In order to show an instantiation of the product line, here we describe the activities performed by the UNCOMA University for creating a new product based on the SPL platform. To do so, we followed the activities defined in the application engineering phase of Figure 2.

1. Application requirements. In the first activity, we captured the specific requirements of the university and we obtained a set of requirements – some of them included in the services implemented in the line, and some others were new ones. For our case, a new requirement emerged in order to support a special case of licenses.

2 and 3. Application design and implementation. In this activities, we instantiated the reference architecture into an application architecture by performing two main activities: binding the variability and implementing specific components.

For the UNCOMA repository, the variability defined in the Submit Thesis procedure was bound by using the login and password authentication service and by the two options for uploading files, in postscript and source file formats. Figure 9 shows the service model diagram of the final documentation for this procedure. In addition, we had to create new specific components according to the new requirements. Particularly, we had to develop one specific component in order to support the service for allowing users to choose different types of licenses when a thesis is ready to be published. In Figure 11 we can see the user authentication page that should be used for user login when submitting and querying thesis of different collections (faculties). The repository is available at http://rdi.uncoma.edu.ar

4. Application validation. Here, the specific software product was validated. To do so, we analyzed two main aspects of any SPL development: reusable component development and product development. The former was analyzed from the point of view of the reuse capability given by the opinion of domain experts and addressing the procedures specified in the platform. For this, a validation of some procedures was carried out in their common and variable aspects with participants from all the sites involved. Also within this aspect, the effort made to adapt DSpace to the reuse needs of the platform was analyzed. Here, aspects such as existence of documentation of DSpace, knowledge of the developers, flexibility of the tool, etc. were taken into account. As a result of both analyzes, we reach the conclusion that any implementation of our proposal will require a careful selection of participants (previous experience in component-based software development, knowledge in DSpace, etc., significantly alters adaptation times of DSpace); and it will require a careful selection of procedures to be implemented (preferably selected by their incremental complexity). The latter, product development, was based mainly on the time required to derive the specific product (in our case submit thesis), taking into account again the developers’ capabilities and the time invested (without considering prior learning for the use of the platform, since it had been considered in the previous aspect). As preliminary results, flexibility and speed in the elaboration of the product showed that the approach can be highly beneficial by reducing development efforts.

5 Discussion

Reuse-oriented models can reduce the effort of software development when comparing with other methods. However, moving into reuse is not a panacea. It is not always practical because the collection of components may not be available, developing with reuse may not be an established practice, or selecting services for reuse requires domain knowledge is included in some way. Our proposal addressed those issues by modeling through a product line following an integral perspective of the digital library domain. From this perspective, we elaborate some key points:

- An integral perspective for developing reuse-base digital libraries should include mechanisms for reusing different assets – from policies to architectural components (including of course, object collections). To do so, a developer may look
at reference models (as our case does) or proposing a set of policies, procedures and services that constitute the domain rules.

• Reuse models should be thought as linked abstractions that connect the different assets. Therefore, not only software will be reused but also decisions, activities, roles, and regulations. It means that the adopting organization should be ready to think of itself as a set of building blocks to be composed. We realize that this is one of the hardest parts of our proposal, which we addressed by sharing diverse experiences, and building commitment through participation. It implied considerable leadership and management.

• Once reuse artifacts are built, selecting the appropriate combination requires knowing the services a library system can provide. Interaction among stakeholders is the basis for extracting and modeling this knowledge in the way the development team considers more efficient. In our case, service model diagrams along with datasheets were used for communication and documentation, reducing the gap between librarians’ and software developers’ backgrounds.

• Selecting the implementation platform will impact on reuse. Reusing third-party software components requires additional efforts in understanding the components, their interfaces, and the way they can be adapted (and eventually extended). We mitigated this risk by using a well-known platform (DSpace); however complexity of reengineering/adapting any platform implies a considerable amount of work that should not be neglected.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

A digital library is a library in which collections are stored locally, or accessed remotely via computer networks. In the last case, and coming back to our research questions, we found that librarians as well as software developers agreed on the needs of integrating not only documents but also policies and procedures. Then, our answer to the second question (How those needs could be achieved through architecting the underlying software by thinking of reuse?) led us to use reference models and reuse-based development.

This paper introduced the main steps we followed towards building this systematic approach. Preliminary validation has shown promissory results; however, we are aware that further experimentation is needed to wide-spreading. Our actual efforts are focused on providing quantitative measures to both process and product quality.
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